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Beach Nucomb Heats Up!
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On a very rainy and windy day, in the Syracuse activity period, a tense game
of Beach Nucomb was underway! The aim of the game is to throw the ball
over the net, and the other team has to catch it before it hits the ground.
You can only catch it for three seconds though! There are two teams, Team
ANTS and Team HELI’s. The final score is 18 - 13 to Team ANTS for the
first game, and SAM GOODMAN, MAX BEERMANN along with DANIEL
MALIS celebrate their victory in style. For the second game, MAX heads
over to the Team HELI’s to switch with DAVID ROSARIO to even out the
game. With some really impressive shooting from MAX, the score of the
MAX SCHAPIRO celebrates victory
second game is 11-3. JAMES POPLAWSKI, EVAN HESSEL and MAX all put
in some really good play, and DANIEL’s serves are sly but effective. A lot of people use the saying “you have
fun in the sun”, but this time it was obvious that it wasn't true, and everyone had a
By LEVI PASIKOV and
lot of fun in the rain. Lots of fancy shots made this game a great one to watch!
TYLER BORSTEIN

The Thunderstorm: A First Hand Account
Yesterday morning’s thunderstorms were quite something extraordinary. I was
awoken by a screaming sound. Trying to figure out what had happened, I looked
around at the windows. Outside the window, rain was pouring down hard. It all
seemed really calm, and then suddenly….BOOM! I didn’t catch the lightning, but it
was still kind of scary. The other campers in my cabin seemed pretty scared too.
The wind had blown one of the windows open and the wind was really strong. One
thing that was weird was that every time the wind came through the cabin, it
opened the spring door outside and made a “BAM!” sound when it slammed shut.
Although it was quite a scary time, everyone in the cabin laughed afterwards. I’d
say this was a funny experience to me.
By JACK FORMAN

Woodwork and the start of Cabin signs!

Tomorrow’s Weather
84 F
THUNDERSTORMS
We’re going to be treated to
a light show tomorrow!

Congratulations to CHARLIE
RATTERMAN and JACK
FORMAN, who both got up on
two skis for the first time
today at the waterfront!

By ANDY PRATTENT

Today’s General activity period consisted of some great and constructive arts and crafts work, and everybody involved
was hard at work. The task on schedule was to make unique cabin signs out of woodwork. Working with wood is always a
popular choice with the boys, and today was no exception. TODD LAZARUS was hard at work creating a sign for Cabin 6,
whilst JAKE GOODMAN somehow managed to glue his hands together. The boys from Cabin 6 all teamed up and created
a mini plaque, whilst JUAN GIRAULT relaxed comfortably whilst making his sign in the studio. Hopefully in the near
future, the Arts and Crafts department will be able to start on some awesome projects, such as working on sketchbooks
and even making their own prints.
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Counselor Profile

KOZ and HUGO FEATHER prepare for a day at the waterfront!

Name: Will Mulhern
Age: 20
Originally from: Madison, WI
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Bad Joke of the Day

Football

Why did the clock in the cafeteria run
slow?

What’s your favorite activity at camp?

It always went back four seconds!

What’s your favorite sport?

Basketball
Who’s your favorite artist or band?
Blink 182
What advice do you have for other (new)
campers?
Try as many new things as possible
Best flavor of ice-cream?
Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough
Why do you like visiting camp?
The people here are chill and there’s a lot of
things to do!
How many years have you been at camp?
This is my first year
If you were stuck with one CD for the rest
of your life, which one would it be?
Finally Rich by Chief Keef
The best movie of all time is… (and why)
Superbad. There’s no explanation for this one,
if you’ve seen it you definitely know why!

Famous Birthdays
Novelist DAN BROWN turns 49 today

Did you know?
The dollar sign ‘$’ was designed in 1788 by Oliver
Pollock
The fear of the number 13 is called triskaidekaphobia

A baseball has exactly 108 stitches

Final Four Tennis Training
Today in the Final Four Tennis activity period of
Wichita State, four campers were working away hard
at their tennis skills to try and up their game.
An intense serving session held by TERRY JONES was
underway in an effort to hit a perfect serve every
time. NATHAN FRIEFIELD was found on the court at
the time, and his serving success percentage had
improved to 70% when considering the entire session.
LEVI SCHULMAN and ALEX FORMAN were also found
on the camp courts, and were making sure that their
serves didn't pass the designated box.
As the famous saying goes, practice makes perfect! So
keep up the hard work guys and you'll just keep
getting better.
By JAKE GOODMAN and JAKE CZUPEK

NFL player CHAMP BAILEY hits 35 today
Golfer DUSTIN JOHNSON is 29 today!

A S T R O ’ S VS. C U B S
TODAY AT 4PM

Quick Quiz
Which major electronics company made ‘The Walkman’?
The answer will be revealed in the next edition!
The lucky canteen number is hidden somewhere in this newpaper!
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